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The Most Reverend Christopher J. Coyne
Bishop of Burlington
Office of the Bishop
55 Joy Drive
South Burlington, VT 05403

Most Reverend and dear Bishop Coyne:

As we all are very aware, budgets are our best guess for the future. Explaining the best guess in and
of itself is a bit strange. There are also timing issues that we are working with in the b-udgets. H-ere I go.

Much of the monies spent in the parish were and still are dependent on the savings and hopefully the
gains from it. Due to the current financial operations of the world, we have been drawing on ou,. pilncipie
savings. This can only continue for so long, and it limits possibre gains.

Our school is the greatest expense. I recently asked our accountant what the parish could afford to
contribute to the school, and the number was just shy of $40,000. you can see *" n"Ld to receive over
$ 100,000 from savings and gains to meet our promise to the school.

At the school, we have reduced the staff by two positions and raised the tuition by $400 per child. Our
student count is already eleven more than this time last year, which helps greatly. We have started a new
fundraiser (a cash raffle projected to bring in $25,000), which will replace a p."uiour, less lucrative one
(wrapping paper sales, $3,000). We hope to trim down our mailing list and use less bulk mailing options,
striving for a more personal touch.

I am hopeful but recognize we are going to be working the finances here for years to rectify the
difficulties I have inherited. Here is an example: the financial year and the teachers' iay schedule are
separated by two months and four pay periods, which currently accounts for $ I g4,000. That $ I g4,000 is
currently coming from the new financial year to pay the previous year's expenses. On August l5th (a 24lyear
pay period), we will pay over $40,000 of payroll for work that was done in 202 l-2022.Th1 parish has already
payed $35,000 in 2021-2022 to shrink the $ I 84,000, so we are moving forward slowly.

On Tuesday, August 9tr', we gathered as the Christ the King - St. Anthony Finance Council and
agreed on our path to solvency. I am hopeful.

In Christ,

4,fufr
R"u.r"f,a Justin J. Baker
Pastor
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